Enacted General Bills of Interest

**AL - HB9** Youth sports, unpaid and volunteer youth athletics assoc. personnel to complete a youth injury mitigation course annually  
Last Action: Act# 2018-496  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jack "J. D." Williams (R)

**AL - HB14** Driving under the influence, pretrial diversion programs, fee to Ala. Head and Spinal Cord Trust Fund, payment provided for, Sec. 32-5A-191 am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-518  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Phillip Pettus (R)

**AL - HB31** County Superintendent of Education, prohibition against additional employment removed, Sec. 16-9-12 am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-410  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Danny Crawford (R)

**AL - HB39** Driver's licenses and similar cards, applicant for new or renewal, inclusion of emergency contact information in records of Alabama State Law Enforcement Agency  
Last Action: Act# 2018-271  
Primary Sponsor: Representative K. L. Brown (R)

**AL - HB40** Gas, natural gas, conversion of motor vehicles for operating on compressed natural or liquefied gas, extended weight allowances, Sec. 32-9-20 am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-176  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Kyle South (R)

**AL - HB54** Land Bank Authority, Revenue Commissioner required to convene board, transfer of state's interest in delinquent property, notice requirements, distribution of proceeds, Secs. 24-9-5 to 24-9-8, inclusive, am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-192  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Ron Johnson (R)

**AL - HB66** Mayors, legislative functions in cities/towns with 12,000 or more but less than 25,000 inhabitants, authorized to continue operating as a city or town with less than 12,000 inhabitants by majority vote of council and mayor under certain conditions, veto power restricted, Secs. 11-43-2, 11-43-3, 11-43-40, 11-45-4, 11-45-5 am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-567  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jim Hill (R)

**AL - HB68** Courts Judicial Resources Allocation, Chief Justice of Supreme Court of Alabama, require to reassign judges for prompt administration of justice, presiding circuit judge, authorized to reassign judges within circuit, Secs. 12-9A-7, 12-9A-8 added  
Last Action: Act# 2018-567
AL - HB69 Competitive Bid law, purchase and installation of heating and air conditioning units for local boards of education, exempted when bid pursuant to purchasing cooperative and process approved by Dept. of Examiners of Public Accounts, Secs. 39-1-5, 39-2-2 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-413
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jim Hill (R)

AL - HB71 Education, Early Childhood Education, secretary, provide qualifications for, Sec. 26-24-2 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-414
Primary Sponsor: Representative David Standridge (R)

AL - HB74 Criminal procedure, sentence and punishment, credit for time spent incarcerated pending trial or other adjudication, Sec. 15-18-5 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-525
Primary Sponsor: Representative Terri Collins (R)

AL - HB76 Child care facilities, church based, licensing required, Sec. 38-7-21 added; Secs. 13A-6-29, 38-7-2, 38-7-3, 38-13-2, 38-13-3 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-278
Primary Sponsor: Representative Pebblin W. Warren (D)

AL - HB86 Municipality, repeal laws that abolished certain municipalities and provide that each municipal corporation that was abolished by a law shall function as a municipality from the date of its initial organization
Last Action: Act# 2018-247
Primary Sponsor: Representative Barbara Boyd (D)

AL - HB88 Competitive bids on public contracts by state agencies and institutions, preference for vendors owned by veterans of wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, joint purchasing agreements further provided for, cities and counties authorized to use fleet fuel cards, Secs. 41-16-20, 41-16-21.1, 41-16-27, 41-4-110 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-195
Primary Sponsor: Representative Dickie Drake (R)

AL - HB90 Residential property, foreclosure, right-of-redemption, time period to redeem further provided for, notice requirement actions, affirmative defense, provided for, time frame for notice requirement actions, further provided for, Sec. 6-5-248 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-126
Primary Sponsor: Representative Kerry Rich (R)

AL - HB105 Emergency responders, certified peer support member, certain communications privileged, criminal penalties for violation
Last Action: Act# 2018-416
Primary Sponsor: Representative Paul W. Lee (R)
**AL - HB106** Court reporters, state salary tied to pay scale of Alabama Personnel Dept. Pay Plan for state employees, subject to cost-of-living and merit raises, provide pay for court reporter returning to state service, provide salary of supernumerary court reporters, Secs. 12-17-274, 12-17-292 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-148**
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Paul W. Lee (R)**

**AL - HB107** Municipal business licenses, not required for certain persons travelling through municipality on business, Sec. 11-51-90.2 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-411**
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Paul W. Lee (R)**

**AL - HB131** Examiners of Public Accounts Department, provisions governing operation of substantially revised, Chapter 5 of Title 41 repealed, Chapter 5A of Title 41 added
Last Action: **Act# 2018-129**
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Chris Pringle (R)**

**AL - HB137** Taxation, Alabama Tax Delinquency Amnesty Act, Revenue Dept. require to establish a tax amnesty program
Last Action: **Act# 2018-153**
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Ken Johnson (R)**

**AL - HB140** Motor vehicles, handicapped parking, sign designated special access parking place not required to specify fine, Sec. 32-6-233.1 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-458**
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Ken Johnson (R)**

**AL - HB147** Municipality, council-manager form of gov., council-manager act of 1982, composition of council, alternate forms, Sec. 11-43A-1.1 added; Secs. 11-43A-8, 11-43A-9, 11-43A-14, 11-43A-16, 11-43A-32 am’d
Last Action: **Act# 2018-569**
Primary Sponsor: **Representative David Faulkner (R)**

**AL - HB148** Counties, warrants for public facilities, facilities may include facilities owned by municipalities, Sec. 11-28-1.1 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-371**
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Randy Davis (R)**

**AL - HB149** Police powers, Indian tribes, authorized for Poarch Creek, Secs. 36-21-120 to 36-21-124, inclusive, am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-393**
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Randy Davis (R)**
AL - HB151  Taxation, two-year surety bond required with new or renewal sales tax license registration and certain non-compliant licenses, Sec. 40-23-6 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-508
Primary Sponsor: Representative Ron Johnson (R)

AL - HB158  Motor vehicles, Alabama Move Over Act, require vehicles to move over when approaching a vehicle with flashing lights, Sec. 32-5A-58.2 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-459
Primary Sponsor: Representative Chris Sells (R)

AL - HB164  Tax Exemption Reform Act, united appeal fund entities and supported charities, grace period to obtain or renew certificate of exemption from Dept. of Revenue provided through Sept. 30, 2018, Sec. 40-9-12.1 added
Last Action: Act# 2018-198
Primary Sponsor: Representative Danny Garrett (R)

AL - HB170  Workforce Council, membership revised, regional workforce development councils, membership qualifications revised, Secs. 41-29-290, 41-29-291, 41-29-300 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-449
Primary Sponsor: Representative Alan Baker (R)

AL - HB174  Public education employees, salary increase, including K-12 and certain other designated education institutions
Last Action: Act# 2018-356
Primary Sponsor: Representative Bill Poole (R)

AL - HB175  Education budget, appropriations for the support, maintenance, and development of public education
Last Action: Act# 2018-481
Primary Sponsor: Representative Bill Poole (R)

AL - HB190  Transportation network companies, providing ride sharing for compensation, Public Service Commission permit required to operate, minimum requirements imposed
Last Action: Act# 2018-127
Primary Sponsor: Representative David Faulkner (R)

AL - HB192  Workers' compensation, law enforcement officer, firefighter, emergency medical personnel, killed in line of duty, surviving spouse to keep benefits after remarriage, Secs. 25-5-60, 25-5-66, 25-5-68, 25-5-69 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-523
Primary Sponsor: Representative Matt Fridy (R)
**AL - HB199** Motor vehicles, traffic accident reports, confidentiality, exceptions, Sec. 32-10-7 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-570
Primary Sponsor: Representative Matt Fridy (R)

**AL - HB242** Sales and use taxes, exemption for sale of fruit and agricultural products further provided for, all sales tax exemptions incorporated in use tax, Secs. 40-23-4, 40-23-62 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-562
Primary Sponsor: Representative David Sessions (R)

**AL - HB249** Employees' Retirement System, provisions of Act 2017-367 extended to allow local participating units to elect to come under act
Last Action: Act# 2018-563
Primary Sponsor: Representative Steve McMillan (R)

**AL - HB261** Education, Alabama Math and Science Teacher Education Program (AMSTEP) created, ACHE to administer, loan repayment awards to eligible public school math and science teachers in underserved areas of state
Last Action: Act# 2018-504
Primary Sponsor: Representative Joe Lovvorn (R)

**AL - HB282** Muscle Shoals, ad valorem tax, city council authorized to increase
Last Action: Act# 2018-241
Primary Sponsor: Representative Marcel Black (D)

**AL - HB303** Alcoholic beverages, manufacturers of, prohibition on selling alcohol between certain hours eliminated, Sec. 28-3A-25 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-513
Primary Sponsor: Representative Anthony Daniels (D)

**AL - HB317** Economic Development, notification and confidentiality provisions revised for certain economic incentives, State Industrial Development Authority, bonds for industrial development and site preparation, auth., Alabama Jobs Enhancement Act, Secs. 41-29-501 to 41-29-507, inclusive, added; Sec. 41-29-3 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-541
Primary Sponsor: Representative Ken Johnson (R)

**AL - HB334** Health insurance, Local Government Health Insurance Board to provide additional types of optional health coverages or services, Sec. 11-91A-7 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-471
Primary Sponsor: Representative Mike Ball (R)

**AL - HB354** Taxation, sale of tax liens, tax liens authorized to be sold at auction to the bidder with the lowest interest rate, Secs. 40-10-199, 40-10-200 added; Secs. 40-10-180 to 40-10-198, inclusive, am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-577
Primary Sponsor: Representative Corley Ellis (R)
**AL - HB366** Schools, student harassment, Student Harassment Prevention Act, name changed to Jamari Terrell Williams Act, expand act to include student against student harassment, intimidation, violence, and threats of violence off of school property, cyberbullying, Secs. 16-28B-1 to 16-28B-5, inclusive, am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-472
Primary Sponsor: Representative John F. Knight (D)

**AL - HB414** Alcoholic beverages, nonprofit special events retail license, provided for, donation of beer, wine, and liquor authorized, Sec. 28-3A-6 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-447
Primary Sponsor: Representative Craig Ford (D)

**AL - HB439** Municipal house authorities, commissioners number increased in Class 5 municipalities, organized under Chapter 44E, Title 11, Code of Alabama 1975, Sec. 24-1-24 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-557
Primary Sponsor: Representative Paul W. Lee (R)

**AL - HB470** Sales and use tax, Simplified Seller Use Tax Remittance Program, out-of-state vendors, physical presence through acquisition of in-state company authorized, sales of tangible personal property subject to sales tax, marketplace facilitators, collection, Secs. 40-23-190, 40-23-191 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-539
Primary Sponsor: Representative Rod Scott (D)

**AL - HB494** Taxation, tax abatements, authorized for data processing centers, extended for five years, Sec. 40-9B-4.1 amd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-475
Primary Sponsor: Representative Nathaniel Ledbetter (R)

**AL - SB1** Driving under the influence, ignition interlock devices, further provided, blood alcohol content (BAC) for enhancement lowered, distrib of court fees, use for bond and pretrial diversion, indigent further provided for and funded, Sec. 32-5A-191, 32-5A-191.4 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-517
Primary Sponsor: Senator Jim McClendon (R)

**AL - SB5** Administrative Procedure Act, rules, notice of intended action, required to contain information about litigation, Sec. 41-22-5 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-139
Primary Sponsor: Senator Paul Sanford (R)

**AL - SB6** Public contracts, Alabama Fire College, joint purchasing agreement, authorized, competitive bids, Sec. 41-16-50 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-231
Primary Sponsor: Senator Gerald H. Allen (R)
**AL - SB10** Home Builders Licensure Board, residential home builders, proof of current licensure and liability insurance provided to homeowner before beginning construction
Last Action: Act# 2018-398
Primary Sponsor: Senator Tim Melson (R)

**AL - SB12** Prosthetists and Orthotists Board, licensure, exemptions further provided for, Sec. 34-25A-5 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-159
Primary Sponsor: Senator William M. Beasley (D)

**AL - SB14** Education, teachers, time increased for public K-12 teachers to give notice of terminating employment from 5 to 30 days, requirement for postsecondary education employees deleted, Sec. 16-24C-11 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-83
Primary Sponsor: Senator Gerald O. Dial (R)

**AL - SB21** Teachers' Retirement System, retirees and beneficiaries, one-time lump sum funded payment based on years of service, payment in October 2018.
Last Action: Act# 2018-493
Primary Sponsor: Senator Gerald O. Dial (R)

**AL - SB22** Education, personnel vacancies, posting of on local bd. of ed. website, at a minimum, or at each school campus and worksite, time to post decreased from 14 to 7 days before position to be filled, Sec. 16-22-15 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-260
Primary Sponsor: Senator Dick Brewbaker (R)

**AL - SB23** Employee's Retirement System, active members, reopening of service credits for certain employees of local agencies or organizations, qualification that employee had to be employed prior to Oct. 1, 2000, removed, Sec. 36-27-70 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-404
Primary Sponsor: Senator Tom Whatley (R)

**AL - SB26** Juvenile sex offenders, notification provided to school of low-risk sex offender expanded to include local super of edu. and bd of edu., change in school required to be reported to local law enforcement by juvenile sex offender, state board of edu. required to develop and local boards to adopt, model policy for monitoring juvenile sex offenders in school, Secs. 15-20A-27, 15-20A-30 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-528
Primary Sponsor: Senator Clyde Chambliss (R)

**AL - SB27** Firearm, possession prohibited at certain places including by persons with a valid pistol permit, exception for qualified retired law enforcement officers, Sec. 13A-11-61.2 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-529
Primary Sponsor: Senator Jimmy Holley (R)
**AL - SB28** Schools, public K-12 teachers and employees, charged with certain sexual crimes against students, paid administrative leave and discipline of school employees charged removed, Sec. 13A-6-83 repealed
 Last Action: Act# 2018-140
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Lee "Trip" Pittman (R)

**AL - SB38** Private judges, to expand types of cases private judges can hear, Secs. 12-11A-2, 12-11A-4 am'd.
 Last Action: Act# 2018-384
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Cam Ward (R)

**AL - SB39** Schedule I controlled substances, Fentanyl and Fentanyl analogues included, criminal penalties for trafficking, Secs. 13A-12-211, 13A-12-231, 20-2-23 am'd.
 Last Action: Act# 2018-552
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Cam Ward (R)

**AL - SB50** Vessels, Alabama State Law Enforcement Agency, procedure for seizure and disposal of abandoned and derelict vessels, Alabama Abandoned and Derelict Vessel Fund, created, crimes and offenses, crime of refusing or failing to remove a derelict vessel from waters of this state, created
 Last Action: Act# 2018-179
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Lee "Trip" Pittman (R)

**AL - SB60** Co. commissions, bank depository, requirement to select in December of each year deleted, Sec. 11-4-41 am'd.
 Last Action: Act# 2018-149
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Clay Scofield (R)

**AL - SB63** Taxation, sales and use taxes, eliminate jointly filed petition for refund by taxpayer and the consumer/purchaser, definitions, Secs. 40-2A-3, 40-2A-7 am'd.
 Last Action: Act# 2018-180
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Steve Livingston (R)

**AL - SB69** Home Medical Equipment, Board of, Sunset Law review, continued until October 1, 2022.
 Last Action: Act# 2018-71
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Paul Bussman (R)

**AL - SB85** Alabama Public Transportation Trust Fund, established, ADECA required to administer trust fund; Public Transportation Trust Fund Advisory Committee, created.
 Last Action: Act# 2018-161
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Rodger M. Smitherman (D)

**AL - SB90** Driving under the influence, second offense, penalty further provided for based on defendant's DUI history, Sec. 32-5A-191 am'd.
 Last Action: Act# 2018-546
 Primary Sponsor: Senator Arthur Orr (R)
**AL - SB98** Ad valorem taxes, co. commission authorized to abate taxes for Class III property taxed at current use when converted to other taxable use for projects under Ala. Jobs Act, consent of municipality if in corporate limits, Sec. 40-7-25.4 added
Last Action: **Act# 2018-53**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Arthur Orr (R)**

**AL - SB100** Transportation Infrastructure Bank, funding to capitalize and pledge toward bonds, add road and bridge funds authorized to be pledged, operation of bank further provided for, Secs. 23-7-2, 23-7-29, 23-7-30, 23-7-31 added; Secs. 23-7-6, 23-7-7, 23-7-9, 23-7-15, 23-7-17, 23-7-18, 23-7-19, 23-7-20, 23-7-21am'd.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-290**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Arthur Orr (R)**

**AL - SB111** Revenue Department, local governments regarding tax levies revised, certain collection notification requirement services authorized at no cost, Sec. 11-51-210.1 added; Secs. 11-3-11.3, 11-51-183, 11-51-208, 11-51-210, 40-12-4, 40-12-7 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-150**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Paul Sanford (R)**

**AL - SB125** Motor vehicles, following too closely, exemption provided, truck platoons, Dept. of Transportation, Secs. 32-1-1.1, 32-5A-89 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-286**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Tom Whatley (R)**

**AL - SB146** Community development districts, alcoholic beverages, off-premises sales authorized under certain conditions, Sec. 35-8B-3 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-287**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Steve Livingston (R)**

**AL - SB149** Rural Broadband Act, investment in infrastructure in rural areas, income tax credit and property tax exemption under certain conditions, termination date
Last Action: **Act# 2018-395**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Clay Scofield (R)**

**AL - SB151** Terrorist threats, crime further defined, specify that schools and churches are protected, Sec. 13A-10-15 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-553**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Rodger M. Smitherman (D)**

**AL - SB156** Sales and use taxes, exemption for sales of gold bullions, money, etc, Secs. 40-23-4, 40-23-62 am’d.
Last Action: **Act# 218-164**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Tim Melson (R)**
**AL - SB180** Public water systems, notification to State Health Officer required when changes made to fluoride levels  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-547**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Paul Bussman (R)**

**AL - SB181** Ten Commandments, display of on state property and at public schools, authorized, const. amend.  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-389**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Gerald O. Dial (R)**

**AL - SB192** Agriculture and Conservation Development Commission, allocation of funds to soil and water conservation districts, minimum deleted, Sec. 9-8A-5 am'd.  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-250**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Gerald O. Dial (R)**

**AL - SB215** Employees' Retirement System, retirees, one-time lump-sum additional payment  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-355**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Gerald O. Dial (R)**

**AL - SB232** Dogs, dangerous defined, procedure and hearing provided to determine if dangerous, registration, penalties, liability of owner, Emily's Law  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-182**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Steve Livingston (R)**

**AL - SB257** Taxation, sale of land for unpaid tax, redeem property by paying interest only on tax, Secs. 40-10-75, 40-10-76, 40-10-77, 40-10-83, 40-10-121, 40-10-122 am’d.  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-494**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Hank Sanders (D)**

**AL - SB258** Food service establishments, require grease traps to having locking manhole covers  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-268**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Tom Whatley (R)**

**AL - SB262** Courts, magistrates, fees and costs, authorized to assess, duties, use of electronic communication for notification purposes authorized, Secs. 12-14-51, 12-19-150 am’d.  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-365**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Rodger M. Smitherman (D)**

**AL - SB289** Electric lines, high voltage overhead lines, operation of equipment, etc, near prohibited under certain conditions, distance increased, warning signs on certain equipment required, Secs. 37-8-52, 37-8-53 am’d.  
Last Action: **Act# 2018-402**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Cam Ward (R)**
**AL - SB295** Madison Co., noise ordinances outside municipality, co. commission authorized to enact criminal penalties  
Last Action: Act# 2018-167  
Primary Sponsor: Senator William L. Holtzclaw (R)

**AL - SB311** Jefferson Co., automobile rental tax, add'l tax levied, Act 2001-550, 2001 Reg. Sess., am'd; Sec. 45-37-244.01 am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-288  
Primary Sponsor: Senator J. T. "Jabo" Waggoner (R)

**AL - SB318** Consumer protection, Alabama Data Breach Notification Act  
Last Action: Act# 2018-396  
Primary Sponsor: Senator Arthur Orr (R)

**AL - SB352** Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, manufacturer licenses, sale of liquor produced on site for off-premises consumption, amount increased, Sec. 28-3A-6 am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-386  
Primary Sponsor: Senator Jimmy Holley (R)

**AL - SB365** State holiday, designation of Rosa Parks Day, first day of December of each year, Sec. 1-3-8 am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-527  
Primary Sponsor: Senator Vivian Davis Figures (D)

### Enacted Local Bills of Interest

**AL - HB42** Washington Co., court costs, add'l in district and circuit court, distrib. of funds for security at courthouse  
Last Action: Act# 2018-77  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Elaine Beech (D)

**AL - HB44** Pickens Co., sales and use tax, temporary use for community safe rooms, referendum  
Last Action: Act# 2018-293  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Alan Harper (R)

**AL - HB62** Washington Co., coroner, expense allowance, increase authorized, co. commission may increase thereafter  
Last Action: Act# 2018-78  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Elaine Beech (D)

**AL - HB73** Pleasant Grove, gas and water distribution, sales proceeds, investment and use, Sec. 45-37A-411 am'd.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-560  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Allen Farley (R)
**AL - HB77** Childersburg, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales by retail licensees, city council authorized to regulate and permit, referendum
Last Action: *Act# 2018-193*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Ron Johnson (R)**

**AL - HB79** Coosa Co., sheriff, service of process fee, failure to appear warrants, distrib. to sheriff for law enforcement purposes
Last Action: *Act# 2018-38*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Ron Johnson (R)**

**AL - HB80** Coosa Co., sheriff, booking fee, imposed on each person booked in co. jail, distribution of revenues
Last Action: *Act# 2018-39*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Ron Johnson (R)**

**AL - HB81** Coosa Co., sheriff, use of debit or credit card provided for
Last Action: *Act# 2018-93*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Ron Johnson (R)**

**AL - HB98** Fort Payne, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales, city council may permit
Last Action: *Act# 2018-55*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Nathaniel Ledbetter (R)**

**AL - HB104** Etowah Co., personnel bd. for co. employees, per diem for meetings and hearings, Sec. 45-28-121 am'd.
Last Action: *Act# 2018-579*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Craig Ford (D)**

**AL - HB118** Taxation, Alabama Gulf Coast Zoo, exempt from state, county, and municipal sales and use taxes, under certain conditions, Sec. 40-23-5 am'd.
Last Action: *Act# 2018-568*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Steve McMillan (R)**

**AL - HB121** Montgomery Co., co. commission, participation in Employees' Retirement System, const. amend.
Last Action: *Act# 2018-388*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Kelvin Lawrence (D)**

**AL - HB127** Class 2 municipalities (Mobile), motor vehicles, inoperable, procedure to abate as nuisances
Last Action: *Act# 2018-197*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Adline Clarke (D)**

**AL - HB128** Limestone Co., revenue commissioner and license commissioner, budget funded from ad valorem taxes, Act 2006-343, 2006 Reg. Sess., am'd; Sec. 45-2-201.01 am'd.
Last Action: *Act# 2018-507*
Primary Sponsor: **Representative Danny Crawford (R)**
**AL - HB130** Warrior, City of, corp. limits alt.
Last Action: Act# 2018-177
Primary Sponsor: Representative Allen Treadaway (R)

**AL - HB146** Homewood, ad valorem tax purposes, limitation removed on tax in one year on various classes of property, const. amend.
Last Action: Act# 2018-166
Primary Sponsor: Representative David Faulkner (R)

**AL - HB153** Excel, low-speed vehicles, mun. may authorize
Last Action: Act# 2018-225
Primary Sponsor: Representative Harry Shiver (R)

Last Action: Act# 2018-37
Primary Sponsor: Representative Steve Hurst (R)

Last Action: Act# 2018-101
Primary Sponsor: Representative Steve Hurst (R)

**AL - HB188** Marengo Co., golf carts, allowed to be operated on municipal streets and public roads in municipalities, const. amend.
Last Action: Act# 2018-186
Primary Sponsor: Representative Artis "A. J." McCampbell (D)

**AL - HB201** Cullman Co., parks owned by county, Cullman Co. Park Event Disbursement Fund, remaining funds after disbursement to event winners made, further provided for, Sec. 45-22-222 am'd.
Last Action: Act# 2018-128
Primary Sponsor: Representative Randall Shedd (R)

**AL - HB203** Chilton Co., dangerous dogs, procedures for declaring dog dangerous in unincorporated areas of county, registration requirement, criminal penalties, const. amend.
Last Action: Act# 2018-184
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jimmy Martin (R)

**AL - HB204** Chilton Co., dangerous dogs, procedures for declaring dog dangerous or a nuisance in unincorporated areas of county, registration requirement, penalties
Last Action: Act# 2018-236
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jimmy Martin (R)
**AL - HB205** Chilton Co., sheriff, salary  
Last Action: Act# 2018-251  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jimmy Martin (R)

**AL - HB206** Chilton Co., judge of probate, salary  
Last Action: Act# 2018-237  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Jimmy Martin (R)

**AL - HB207** Dale Co., alcoholic beverages, outside of corp. limits of muns, on-premises consumption, approval of co. commission required, Sec. 45-23-20 repealed  
Last Action: Act# 2018-252  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Steve Clouse (R)

**AL - HB208** Ozark, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales, referendum on authority to city to regulate for on-premises and off-premises sales  
Last Action: Act# 2018-238  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Steve Clouse (R)

**AL - HB209** Dale Co., revenue commissioner's office, tag transaction fee, distrib. for emergency medical services  
Last Action: Act# 2018-239  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Steve Clouse (R)

**AL - HB210** Dale Co., alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales, referendums, municipalities,  
Last Action: Act# 2018-245  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Steve Clouse (R)

**AL - HB212** Wilcox Co., sales and use tax, distrib. to J. Paul Jones Hospital  
Last Action: Act# 2018-56  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Kelvin Lawrence (D)

**AL - HB218** Henry Co., booking fee, imposed on each person booked in co. jail, collection, distrib. of  
Last Action: Act# 2018-226  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Dexter Grimsley (D)

**AL - HB219** Henry Co., sheriff, service of process fee, further provided for, distrib., Sec. 45-34-231am’d.  
Last Action: Act# 2018-130  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Dexter Grimsley (D)

**AL - HB220** Henry Co., coroner, employment benefits provided  
Last Action: Act# 2018-100  
Primary Sponsor: Representative Dexter Grimsley (D)

**AL - HB246** Leeds, ad valorem tax, add'l authorized, distrib. to public schools and city, referendum
AL - HB265 Baldwin Co., Law Library and Judicial Admin. Fund, part-time law librarian, retirement benefits, provided for, Sec. 45-2-80.83 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-520
Primary Sponsor: Representative Harry Shiver (R)

AL - HB267 Mobile Co., alcoholic beverage, Sunday sales, muns. and co. authorized to commence at 10:00 a.m.
Last Action: Act# 2018-227
Primary Sponsor: Representative James E. Buskey (D)

Last Action: Act# 2018-84
Primary Sponsor: Representative Bob Fincher (R)

Last Action: Act# 2018-509
Primary Sponsor: Representative Ed Henry (R)

AL - HB276 Elmore, corp. limits alt.
Last Action: Act# 2018-200
Primary Sponsor: Representative Reed Ingram (R)

AL - HB281 Baldwin Co., sheriff and deputies, retirement, furnishing firearm, Sec. 45-2-234.40 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-240
Primary Sponsor: Representative Harry Shiver (R)

AL - HB288 Cherokee, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales authorized
Last Action: Act# 2018-253
Primary Sponsor: Representative Johnny Mack Morrow (D)

AL - HB324 Escambia Co., county board of education, members, compensation increased, Sec. 45-27-100 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-228
Primary Sponsor: Representative Alan Baker (R)

AL - HB326 Cullman Co., coroner, annual salary provided for, Sec. 45-22-60 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-242
Primary Sponsor: Representative Corey Harbison (R)

AL - HB329 Bridgeport, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales
AL - HB347 Mobile Co., co. commission authorize to exempt intermittent food service establishment from regulation by co. health dept. in association with regional celebration or tradition
Last Action: Act# 2018-229
Primary Sponsor: Representative Margie Wilcox (R)

AL - HB348 Marion Co, judge of probate, compensation, provided for, motor vehicle licenses, one-stop issuance, provided for in office of revenue commissioner
Last Action: Act# 2018-510
Primary Sponsor: Representative Mike Millican (R)

AL - HB355 Coosa Co., tobacco tax, distrib. of a portion to co. general fund, Sec. 45-19-245 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-202
Primary Sponsor: Representative Mark Tuggle (R)

AL - HB359 Cherokee Co., coroner, expenses, co. commission authorized to pay, retroactive
Last Action: Act# 2018-243
Primary Sponsor: Representative Richard J. Lindsey (D)

AL - HB371 Crenshaw Co., draft or malt beer, sale by properly licensed retail licensees, authorized
Last Action: Act# 2018-254
Primary Sponsor: Representative Chris Sells (R)

AL - HB372 Butler Co., sheriff, retiring officer may receive badge and pistol upon retirement, retroactive effect
Last Action: Act# 2018-244
Primary Sponsor: Representative Chris Sells (R)

AL - HB373 Smiths Station, corp limits, alt
Last Action: Act# 2018-246
Primary Sponsor: Representative Chris England (D)

AL - HB376 State Fire Marshal, regulation and licensing of pyrotechnic display operators and pyrotechnic special effects operators, fireworks displays, fees, violation of act Class A misdemeanor
Last Action: Act# 2018-464
Primary Sponsor: Representative Barbara Drummond (D)

AL - HB395 Pike Co., alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales authorized, referendum
Last Action: Act# 2018-255
Primary Sponsor: Representative Alan Boothe (R)

AL - HB404 Atmore, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales
Last Action: Act# 2018-256
Primary Sponsor: Representative Alan Baker (R)

**AL - HB406** Monroe Co., judge of probate, salary provided, fees to be deposited in co. general fund, one-stop tags provided, const. amend.
Last Action: Act# 2018-185
Primary Sponsor: Representative Thomas Jackson (D)

**AL - HB423** Webb, municipal court, warrant recall fee, authorized, distrib. of fees
Last Action: Act# 2018-257
Primary Sponsor: Representative Paul W. Lee (R)

**AL - HB424** Gadsden, board of education, election at the same time and from the same districts as city council, qualifications, terms, compensation, filling vacancies, referendum
Last Action: Act# 2018-565
Primary Sponsor: Representative Mack Butler (R)

**AL - HB438** Dothan, civil service system, approval of compensation rate further provided for, Sec. 45-35A-51.11 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-521
Primary Sponsor: Representative Paul W. Lee (R)

**AL - HB444** Auburn, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales upon approval of city council
Last Action: Act# 2018-391
Primary Sponsor: Representative Joe Lovvorn (R)

**AL - HB455** Fayette Co., increasing the percentage withheld by County Inmate Work Release Board, Sec. 45-29-231.20 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-511
Primary Sponsor: Representative Kyle South (R)

**AL - HB456** Calhoun Co., Alexandria, license commissioner and revenue commissioner, branch office, funding by co. gen. fund, other branch office authorized
Last Action: Act# 2018-497
Primary Sponsor: Representative K. L. Brown (R)

**AL - HB458** Fayette Co., poll workers, compensation increased, Sec. 45-29-110 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-512
Primary Sponsor: Representative Kyle South (R)

**AL - HB459** Jackson Co., payments by the TVA in lieu of payment of taxes, redistribution of payments in the Jackson County Legislative Delegation Critical Needs Fund, Sec. 45-36-162 am’d.
Last Action: Act# 2018-498
Primary Sponsor: Representative Tommy Hanes (R)
**AL - HB461** Cullman Co., sheriff, salary, feeding of prisoners further provided for, Discretionary Fund established, const. amend.
Last Action: [Act# 2018-409](#)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Corey Harbison (R)

**AL - HB469** Oakman, Economic and Industrial Development Authority, appointment of board members, further provided for, Act 90-305, 1990 Reg. Sess., am’d.
Last Action: [Act# 2018-558](#)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Tim Wadsworth (R)

**AL - HB471** Montgomery and Montgomery Airport Authority, authorized to join Employees’ Retirement System of Alabama and transfer assets and liabilities from existing Employees’ Retirement System of the City of Montgomery under certain conditions
Last Action: [Act# 2018-559](#)
Primary Sponsor: Representative John F. Knight (D)

**AL - HB477** Hartselle, alcoholic beverages, draft beer authorized
Last Action: [Act# 2018-501](#)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Ed Henry (R)

**AL - HB483** Glencoe, corp. limits alt.
Last Action: [Act# 2018-522](#)
Sponsor: Representative Craig Ford (D)

**AL - HB484** Anniston, council-manager, city council, transfer of appropriations, Act 404, 1953 Reg. Sess., am’d; Sec. 45-8A-23.176 am’d.
Last Action: [Act# 2018-499](#)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Barbara Boyd (D)

**AL - HB487** Colbert Co., alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales
Last Action: [Act# 2018-476](#)
Primary Sponsor: Representative Marcel Black (D)

**AL - HB504** Chambers Co., outside of Valley and Lanett, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales, referendum
Last Action: [Act# 2018-566](#)
Primary Sponsor: Representative David Standridge (R)

**AL - SB81** Clay Co., co. courthouse, removal of state courts from historical Clay Co. Courthouse prohibited, const. amend.
Last Action: [Act# 2018-91](#)
Primary Sponsor: Senator Gerald O. Dial (R)
Last Action: **Act# 2018-99**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Hank Sanders (D)**

**AL - SB108** Lowndes Co., sheriff, comp. increases validated, retroactive, expenses allowance and comp.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-145**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Hank Sanders (D)**

**AL - SB124** Fort Payne, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales, city council may permit
Last Action: **Act# 2018-168**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Steve Livingston (R)**

**AL - SB137** Franklin Co., sales and use tax, allocation of one-quarter of one cent tax for road and bridges in lieu of ATRIP, tax extended, referendum deleted, Amendment 881 (Section 9.50, Local Amendments, Franklin Co, Recompiled Constitution of Alabama of 1901, as amended) am'd, const. amend.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-109**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Larry Stutts (R)**

**AL - SB145** Jackson Co., Cumberland Mountain Water and Fire Protection Authority, natural gas service, authorized to provide, const. amend.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-54**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Steve Livingston (R)**

Last Action: **Act# 2018-189**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Dick Brewbaker (R)**

**AL - SB183** Cherokee Co., sheriff authorized to sell certain abandoned, unclaimed, or stolen property, and firearms, notice, record keeping requirement, distribution of funds for law enforcement purposes
Last Action: **Act# 2018-79**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Phillip W. "Phil" Williams (R)**

**AL - SB216** Morgan Co., sheriff, salary, use of funds for feeding prisoners, only for that purpose, const. amend.
Last Action: **Act# 2018-92**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Arthur Orr (R)**

**AL - SB220** Priceville, alcoholic beverages, draft beer authorized
Last Action: **Act# 2018-110**
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Arthur Orr (R)**
**AL - SB239** Lauderdale Co., gas tax proceeds required to pay off debt obligations for Shoals Economic Development Project, Sec. 45-39-92.52 am'd.

Last Action: Act# 2018-142

Primary Sponsor: Senator Tim Melson (R)

**AL - SB240** Louisville, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales under certain conditions

Last Action: Act# 2018-221

Primary Sponsor: Senator William M. Beasley (D)

**AL - SB241** Clio, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales under certain conditions

Last Action: Act# 2018-222

Primary Sponsor: Senator William M. Beasley (D)

**AL - SB244** Bridgeport, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales

Last Action: Act# 2018-223

Primary Sponsor: Senator Steve Livingston (R)

**AL - SB252** Grove Hill, corp. limits alt.

Last Action: Act# 2018-267

Primary Sponsor: Senator Greg Albritton (R)

**AL - SB279** Union Springs, alcoholic beverages, Sunday sales authorized, referendum required

Last Action: Act# 2018-191

Primary Sponsor: Senator William M. Beasley (D)

**AL - SB281** Prattville, corp. limits, alt.

Last Action: Act# 2018-183

Primary Sponsor: Senator Clyde Chambliss (R)

**AL - SB290** Clay Co., tobacco tax, distrib. further provided for, Act 2017-65, 2017 Reg. Sess., am’d; Sec. 45-14-244.07 am’d.

Last Action: Act# 2018-432

Primary Sponsor: Senator Gerald O. Dial (R)

**AL - SB308** Hale Co., sheriff authorized to sell certain abandoned, unclaimed, or stolen property and firearms, notice, record keeping requirement, distribution of funds for law enforcement purposes

Last Action: Act# 2018-277

Primary Sponsor: Senator Bobby D. Singleton (D)

**AL - SB324** Chambers Co., sheriff, compensation, increased, Sec. 45-9-230.01 am’d.

Last Action: Act# 2018-269

Primary Sponsor: Senator Gerald O. Dial (R)
**AL - SB347** Jackson Co., payments by the TVA in lieu of payment of taxes, redistribution of payments in the Jackson County Legislative Delegation Critical Needs Fund, Sec. 45-36-162 am'd.

Last Action: Act# 2018-270
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Steve Livingston (R)**

**AL - SB360** Conecuh Co., county commission authorized to create voting centers, validates existing county voting center

Last Action: Act# 2018-407
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Greg Albritton (R)**

**AL - SB361** Colbert Co., gas tax proceeds required to pay off debt obligations for Shoals Economic Development Project, Sec. 45-17-90.52 am'd.

Last Action: Act# 2018-292
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Larry Stutts (R)**

**AL - SB368** Anniston, council-manager, city council, transfer of appropriations, Act 404, 1953 Reg. Sess., am'd; Sec. 45-8A-23.176 am'd.

Last Action: Act# 2018-408
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Del Marsh (R)**

**AL - SB371** Jackson Co., co. commission, chair, compensation, Sec. 45-36-70 am'd.

Last Action: Act# 2018-516
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Steve Livingston (R)**

**AL - SB384** Birmingham, alcoholic beverage, Sunday sales, city council authorized to commence at 10:00 a.m.

Last Action: Act# 2018-387
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Linda Coleman-Madison (D)**

**AL - SB386** Coosa Co., judge of probate, fees for scanning, faxing, and electronic transmittal of documents, authorized, disposition of funds

Last Action: Act# 2018-478
Primary Sponsor: **Senator Clyde Chambliss (R)**

**AL - SB396** Macon Co., tobacco tax, distribution of portion for recreational purpose, Sec. 45-44-246 am'd.

Last Action: Act# 2018-530
Primary Sponsor: **Senator William M. Beasley (D)**